
COMMUNICATION OVERLOAD

How to keep focused in а constantly distracting world

WHEN: 30th November at 19:00 EET

WHERE: Networking Premium Co-working Space, „Gurko“ 16/G, 1202 Sofia Center
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https://www.networking.space/service-page/event-hall?referral=service_list_widget
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SOCIAL ADICTION AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECT:

THIS IS NOT THE NEW NORMAL! NOT THE WAY WE WORK OR COMMUNICATE EFFECTIVELY!
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How we start and prioritize practically every today? How many more tools we need to be effective?



Bollingen Tower Build in 1923 by Carl Jung

DEFINITION:

Deep work is the ability to focus without distraction on a cognitively

demanding task. It’s a skill that allows you to quickly master

complicated information and produce better results in less time.

Deep work will make you better at what you do and provide the sense

of true fulfillment that comes from craftsmanship. In short, this is like a

super power in our increasingly competitive twenty-first century

economy.

And yet, most people have lost the ability to go deep—spending their

days instead in a frantic blur of e-mails, instant messaging and social

media, not even realizing there’s a better way.

RESULT: In the age of technology one of the most valuable skills

in our economy is becoming increasingly rare.

Deep work is the true path to achieve extraordinary results and make

the world advance.

Bill Gates think weeks



LIMITS:

We often think we can be smarter than the rest and extend ours time and

possibilities to crate value, but there are physical limits we are not able to break,

so we need to choose everyday to be effective.

5000 DECISIONS/DAY

1÷4 HOURS DEEP WORK

MEDICAL THEORY WHY PURPOSEFUL PRACTICE PAYS OFF.:

Myelin is a lipid-rich material that 

surrounds nerve cell axons (the nervous system's "wires") 

to insulate them and increase the rate at which electrical 

impulses (called action potentials) are passed along the 

axon.

We improve a skill by repeatable actions which result in 

production of more myelin around the appropriate 

neurons, which allows the corresponding neural network 

to activate with less effort and work more efficiently.



CAN YOU GIVE IT A TRY AND START BY DIMINISHING YOUR SOCIAL ACTIVITY, BY REMOVING SOME OF 

THE APPS ON YOUR PHONE AND CREATE RULES?

MY SMALL STEPS TO SUCCEDED:

• Facebook, Instagram, Linked In – removed from cell phone

• Viber, WhatsApp, Slack, Messenger – muted all tones

• Email – muted tones and visual signs for new messages

• Stopped working in large shared offices with a lot of people and noise

• Decreased multitasking

We need to master our habits on how to prioritize and control communication flow over all incoming and outgoing

channels, because it is not only how busy we keep every day, but what outcome and massive benefits we

produce.

The need as the value of deep work are constantly rising while it is more and more difficult to find it on the market.

If you feel comfortable to immerse into a topic, you'll easily master the increasingly complex systems and skills

needed to succeed in today's economy.

TRY TO AVOID THE FOLLOWING PRACTICES:

• Тhe principle to select tasks that come with least resistance

• To measure effectivenes by how bussy you get

• Тhe cult of the internet and non-stop connection
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PERSONAL COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL
SIMPLE RULE: Тhe more you send, the more you will receive, the more the value will decrease

1. DECIDE on types of communication and PRIORITIZE according to your skills, value and circle of contacts.

• Meetings in person

• Direct calls or Virtual meetings

• Emails

• Instant messaging

• Social media

2. SET a frame on your availability and reaction time. Do let others know them and do not let compromise!

• When you are most effective during a standard working day;

• When to meet with people;

• Don’t bring work at home after 17:30h. Usually this work doesn't worth at all;

3. Do not follow fashion, but leave enough time in silence for your self.
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QUOTE: The place the MIND can rest is the HEART. The only thing the MIND hears all day is ringing bells, noise and arguments, and it wants

only PEACE. The only place the MIND will ever find PEACE is in the silence of the HEART. That's where you have to go.
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MEETINGS (Physical, Virtual, Conference)
The oldest and most important form of communication, used for business, personal contacts or 

pleasure.

MAIN GROUPS: All generations

KEY ADVANTAGES:

• It is the most effective and powerful method of communication that should be used with the 

care and appreciation;

• During the meetings, we can follow and react to the attention and emotion that the 

communication evokes in the participants and influence it;

• It provides the time of the participants available for the organizer;

• Meeting planning is the responsibility of either the organizer or the most experienced person 

in the group, and its effectiveness largely depends on this.

TIME FOR REACTION: It may have urgency, but still needs time for confirmation and 

organization when set for a specific purpose. Spontaneous meetings happen, unplanned and 

influence our schedule, but are still a matter choice!

IMPORTANT: Be thoughtful about how to run meetings and why! Time is our most valuable 

asset.
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PHONE CALLS (Cell/Office)
THE START: Alexander Bell was the first to be awarded a patent for the electric telephone by in 

March 1876, but earlier versions started to show up in 1796. 

The term telephone was adopted into the vocabulary of many languages. It is derived from 

the Greek: τῆλε, tēle, "far" and φωνή, phōnē, "voice“.

MAIN GROUPS: All generations

KEY ADVANTAGES:

• The service is fast, not expensive and already accessible for everybody;

• Allows easy transfer of information trough voice and/or video and share feelings and 

emotions;

• By its nature, the telephone call aims to realize a kind of meeting between two people (rarely 

more), in which they realize a verbal type of communication in real time without the need to 

meet.

• We often optimize our program by substituting quick meetings for phone calls, especially with 

people we know well and the conversation with them does not require a physical presence to 

be effective. That is why teams function better than a work group of people.

TIME FOR REACTION: Requires an instant response or return the call in a very short period of 

time. It can have urgency, and require fast physical reaction.

IMPORTANT: Always provoke a conversation, but value the time and attention of others!

Try to tell more with less!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_language
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PHONE CALLS (Cell/Office)
Since calls will most often interrupt the activity the addressee was engaged in at the time of the 

call, this type of communication is expected to be approached carefully and if necessary:

• Always consider whether the time you call would be convenient for the other party to answer 

(when you have information about their schedule);

• If the call is not urgent, ask if it is convenient to conduct the conversation, indicating the topic 

in 1-2 words;

• For longer conversations, always warn the other side and arrange a time convenient for both 

parties in advance.

• When you want to exchange verbal communication, but it is urgent and still can wait, I 

recommend that you notify through one of the instant messaging systems that you want to 

talk, the topic and the approximate duration, and wait for the addressee to give you a slot 

when he will be most comfortable to speak.
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EMAIL
THE START: With the advance of computers and internet it has naturally transformed the real 

post letters and they barely exist nowadays. Dates since 1975 and It is still one of the most 

popular communication methods in writing.

MAIN GROUPS: All generations, but almost!

KEY ADVANTAGES:

• Naturally recognized forм of communication. It has well known standards and formatting;

• Can be used both for personal messages and official correspondence, most commonly 

seen in business world;

• Also allows transfer of text, multimedia, files in individual or collective channels;

• Most useful when we need to send large amount of information, data or reports, that would 

require time for review and analyses before response.

• Enables to review the message at the most convenient time, without disrupting current 

activity and then give a thoughtful response;

TIME FOR REACTION: 48 hours during work week. Not URGENT by its nature.

You need to select perfect timing for review and reply, not more than 2 times per day.

Some emails to not worth replying, as they are only root for more noise and!

IMPORTANT: Try to avoid sharing emotions, feelings or arrange real life relationships through

this channel!
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EMAIL

SOME SIMPLE RULES:

• Try to avoid your patience to be stollen from the number of unread mails in your Inbox.

• Always pay attention to the subject line, which the addressee will be able to see even 

before he opens the letter. It should be short, direct to the purpose of the email and indicate 

the nature of urgency. An additional add-on can be the important tag that outlook offers;

• Emails should not be larger than 10MB because many servers reject them. iPhone will not 

download or allow you to view an attachment that is larger than 10MB;

• The content of the email itself can be longer, but in moderation, the meaning in excessively 

long texts has often being lost;

• Attachments should be named and prioritized in the order in which they are discussed in the 

presentation;

• When more interested participants are copied in the email, the answer is supposed to be 

thought out and sent back to the whole group;

• ……… add more
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INSTANT MESSAGING

THE START: The first powerful MMS phones were introduced in 2002 in conjunction with the first 

GSM network. The Sony Ericsson T68i is commonly regarded as the first MMS-enabled mobile 

phone, with many more following in 2004 and 2005 in North America.

MAIN GROUPS: Millennilas, GenZ и GenAlpha

KEY ADVANTAGES:

• The service is free, fast and accessible from any type of smartphone;

• Allows transfer of text, multimedia, files in individual or collective channels;

• It is not engaging with formal forms or special formatting;

• Enables to review the message at the most convenient time, without disrupting current activity 

and then give a thoughtful response;

TIME FOR REACTION: CAN very RARELY be URGENT by its nature. You can reply any time 

during the day or one after.

IMPORTANT: Existing liability of abuse/overplay that can lead to relationship confusion.
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QUOTE:

We go through life like circus performers

balancing on two horses galloping side by

side - one foot on the horse called "fate"

and the other on the horse "free will". The

question you have to ask yourself every

day is: do I tell the difference between the

two horses? Which horse should I stop

worrying about because it is out of my

control, and which one should I guide with

great care?

Difficult roads lead to beautiful destinations.



THANK YOU

STANISLAV TRAYANOV

30 NOVEMBER 2022

SOFIA


